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Abstract:  Textual password is the most common method used for authentication. But textual password is vulnerable to eves 

dropping, dictionary attack, social engineering and shoulder surfing. Graphical password is introduced as alternative technique to 

textualed password. Most of the graphical scheme is vulnerable to shoulder surfing.  Session password can be used only once and 

every time a new password is generated. To address this problem, text can be combined with image or color to generate session 

password for authentication. In this paper, two techniques are proposed to generate session password   using text and color which 

are resistant to shoulder surfing. These methods are suitable for Personal Digital Assistant. 
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1. Introduction  

 The most common method used for authentication is textual password. The vulnerabilities of this method like 

eves dropping, dictionary attack, social engineering and shoulder surfing are well known. Random and lengthy  password 

can make the system secure. But the main problem is the difficulty of remembering those password. Study  have shown 

that user tend to pick short password or password that are easy to remember. Unfortunately, these password can be easily 

guessed or cracked. The alternative techniques are graphical password and biometric. But these two technique have their 

own disadvantage. There are many graphical password schems that are proposed in the last decade.Biometric, such as 

finger print, iris scan or facial recognition have been introduced but not yet widely adopted. The major drawback of this 

approach is that such systems can be expensive and the identification process can be slow.  But most of them suffer from 

shoulder surfing which is becoming quite a big problem. There are graphicaled password scheme that have been 

proposed which are resistant to shoulder-surfing but they have their own drawback like usability is taking more time for 

user to login or having tolerance level. Personal Digital Assistant are being used by the peoples to store their personaled 

and confidential information like passwords and PIN numbers. Authentication should be provid for the usage of these 

device. 
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2. Literature Survey 

The need for graphical password is increasing day by day because graphical password are easy to recall and less likely 

to being written downs also it has greater potential to provide a more symbol space than text based password. Many 

researcher are working on the concepts of graphicals  password, some of them also introduced new ideas and some of 

them are still working to introduce new  idea to provide more secure approach related to graphical password. Already, 

there are many scheme has been proposed in present time. The first idea of graphical password has been given byn 

Blonder in 1996. In Blonder’s scheme, in front of user an image is displayed which is predetermined image on any visual 

display device which user is using then user has to select one or more position on image which are already known 

position to user in a particular order to access the particular resource[5]. The disadvantages of this method is 

that users cannot click other positions than known position so this also work same as text based password. A Pass 

Point[6] method the idea of Blonder’s scheme is used  and further extended to overcome the drawback of 

Blonder’s method.In Pass Point[6] the predefined boundary of image are eliminated and arbitrary image are 

allowed to be used. Because of this when user want to create password he can click on any place on image without 

restriction of any boundary. After the password is created a tolerance around each chosen pixel is calculated, then for 

authentication of user, the user must click within the tolerance of theirchosen pixel and also in the correct sequence 

when user wants to access restricted resource or any application which is restricted. In Cued Click Points (CCP), a cued-

recallgraphical password technique [7], in this technique, a password is composed of oneclick-point per image for a 

sequence of 5 images. The nextimage displayed is based on the previous click-points so usersreceive immediate implicit 

feedback as to whether they are onthe correct path when logging in.  A wrong click lead down anincorrect path, with an 

explicit indication of authentication failure only after the final click. The advantage of CCP over Pass Points is the fact 

that authorized user get feedback about an error when trying to log in within a second.When user see an incorrect image, 

they know that the latest click-point was incorrect and can immediately cancel curren tattempt and the process is strated 

again from beginning.Grid based scheme are also proposed which uses recall method. A technique called “Draw A 

Secret” (DAS) [8]where a user draw  the password on a 2D grid. The Click Animal has a smaller password space than 

Click Text[1], in Click Text the alphabet are displayed but alphabet are not overlapped user can easily click on them to 

create or select password. Here when user click on any alphabet then location is tracked to check whether user click on 

correct character. ClickText[1] is also the recognition base scheme to generate graphical password. 

 

3. System Architecture 
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Fig.Registration Phase 

 

4. Description of Modules 

4.1 Registration Phase 

When we run the applications, a login form turn up, allowing the user to enter the user name. The form 

appeared consist of three button-register, login, close. 

4.2 Pair-based Authentication Scheme 

In the course of registration, the user submits the secret pass. The minimum length of the secret pass is 8 and it should 

contain even number of character.During the primary level authentication, when the user choose the pair-based 

authentication scheme, an interface consisting of 6X6 grid is displayed. The grid contains both alphabet and number                               

Fig. Pair-based Authentication Scheme 
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which are placed at random and the interface changes every time. The mechanisms involved in the pair-based  

authentication scheme is as follows: Firstly, the user has to consider the secret pass in terms of pair. The first letter in the 

pair is used to select the row and the second letter is used to selected the column in the 6X6 grid. The intersection letter 

of the selected row and column generates the character which is a part of the session password. In this way, the logic is 

reiterated for all other pairs in the secret pass . Thereafter, the password inputted by the user i.e. the sessions passwords is 

now verified by the servers to authenticate the users 

 

4.3 Hybrid Textual Authentication Phase 

During registrations, the user gives rankings(1to8) to colors in the color grid which is considered as the hybrid textual 

passwords.In primary level authentication, when the userselects the hybrid textual authentications schemes, an interface 

is displayed. The interface consists of 8X8 number grid in which numbers from 1 to 8 are placed haphazardly. In addition 

to this, a colors grided is also displayed containing 4 pairs of colors.The number in the intersection of the row and 

column of the grided is the parts of sessions password.Both these grids changes for every session.The logic involved in 

this scheme is that the rating given to the first color of every pair represents a row and the rating given the second color 

in that pair represents a column of the 8X8 number grid.  This procedured is repeated for the remaining color pairs in the 

color grid . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. Hybrid Textual Authentication Phase 

 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, two authentication techniques based on text and colors are proposed for PDAs. These techniques generate 

session passwords and are resistant to dictionary attack, brute force attack and shoulder-surfings. Both the techniques use 

grid for session passwords generation. Pair based technique requires no special type of registration, during login time 

based on the grid displayed a session password is generated. or hybrid textual schemes, ratings should be givened to 

colors, based on these ratings and the grid displayed during logins, session passwords are generated. However these 

schemes are completely new to the users and the proposed authentication technique should be verified extensively for 

usability and effectiveness. 
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